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From 4th to 6th October the appointment is in Hall 1 of Fiera
di Roma.
Numerous confirmations and returns by the sector’s companies,
exhibit spaces growing
Rimini – ENADA Rome is growing again and moving from Hall 2 to
Hall 1 at Rome expo centre. This is the closest point to the
East entrance, thus favouring visitor traffic to the utmost,
but also confirms an important increase in exhibit space
compared to the previous edition.
A few weeks before its inauguration, ENADA Rome confirms that
it is an indispensable event able to bring the entire sector
together, thanks to its role as a driver for discussions and
development of the most recent normative aspects and driving
force for the trade’s new trends.
This growth and the importance of the autumn appointment, is
also due to restored confidence on behalf of many companies
who have decided to return and exhibit, including: Acme,
Bakoo, Elettronica Video Games, Mag Elettronica, Marim,
Novomatic Italia, Octavian, confirming this is an appointment
not to be missed by anyone wanting to do business in the
gaming sector.
There are also numerous new entries: from Goldbet to Nexigames
and Planetwin 365-Sks 365 Group, to mention just a few, plus
important confirmations, such as: Alberici, Cool Things,
Cristaltec, Farogames, Fiam Automazione, Merkur Gaming,
Nazionale Elettronica, Scommesse Italia, Special Game and
Tecnoplay.
All the sectors of the gaming world are represented and
important confirmations will be officially announced in the

next few days: Raffaele Curcio, chairman of the National
Association SAPAR, stresses, „This edition of ENADA Rome will
be an opportunity for a great upswing for the sector’s
companies, considering the presence of the product chain’s
various key players. I hope that those who are undecided
believe once again in ENADA Rome and give the entire trade a
great signal, participating actively in the expo.“
This year, the 44th edition of the SAPAR International
Amusement & Gaming Machine Show, organized by Rimini Fiera,
once again has the support of Euromat and the collaboration of
ASCOB, Fidart, Anesv.

